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Beese Fulmer can't help but make rational decisions with your investments

After 35 years in business, we know it’s critical to look at the whole picture. 

When you're rational, you're more in control

Our clients are glad we don't see investing as an action-packed video game.  Our rational, deliberate approach has worked well
over our 35-year history. That's why we created "The Rules of the Rational.”

The way we work
We have a fiduciary RESPONSIBILITY to you.
We BELIEVE great companies need to be purchased at the right price.
Our fees are FULLY TRANSPARENT.

We believe protecting your assets is an integral part of growing your wealth. This is one reason our average client relationship
is more than 10 years.

We are not like other wealth management advisors. On purpose.

We don't take on too many clients, so each portfolio manager can give careful attention to their few clients.

We don’t sell insurance, make loans or draft estate plans, but our lengthy experience working with high net worth clients
has given us valuable insight on these issues.
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We won't work with just any investor, so we can concentrate on high net-worth asset clients who appreciate sensible
investing.

And we can't help our clients fully if we only share select information like their "highlights," so we make sure our
investors see a complete and comprehensive view of all their assets.

Read Our Most Recent Articles

Nike stock doing well, but be aware of trends
Friday, June 7, 2019

Over the last few years, Nike has shifted its strategy from distributing products widely through wholesalers to selling its
products through Nike-owned retails stores, the company website, and retail accounts. A great example of Nike’s strategy
can be seen at Dick’s Sporting Goods in the dedicated Nike section called “Nike Fieldhouse”.
Read Full Article »
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Some people have told us that we're a little slow to jump on the newest thing. We take that as a compliment… and an
endorsement. Beese Fulmer doesn't jump. We are the wealth management advisors who think first and act later. This has made
our clients happier and their investments healthier. Beese Fulmer Private Wealth Management LIVES by The Rules of the
Rational:

1. Emotions are the enemy of the successful investor
2. Short-term investing leads to long-term disappointment
3. There is NO alternative to high quality
4. Buy superior securities at the right price – A great company is not always a great stock
5. Eliminate the middle man – Trust the experts
6. Maximize wealth building – Minimize taxes, expenses, and fees
7. Viewing all assets on one statement is an asset
8. Being diversified is just as important as avoiding too much diversification
9. Portfolio management should complement your tax and estate-planning strategies

10. Trusting your investment manager is half the battle

 

Make sure you see the whole picture...
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